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ConverSatIon | InSpIratIon

 I tell visual stories through comics, illustration, and writing. 
this narrative art-making provides me a playground, a way to 
explore and share the ideas about which I care most. through this 
work I can experiment with the technical tools that we as visual 
artists use to move others. It serves as catharsis, as personal 
anchor, as a quiet constancy. It helps sustain me.

My creative work also sends me outward into the world. It launches 
me with greater clarity and confidence into the role of facilitator and 
teacher, an organized gatherer who helps groups of curious students 
unlock knowledge within themselves and among each other. I am 
a student in these exchanges as well, guiding interactions with a 
degree of knowingness, but also primed and ready to be surprised 
and educated along with my peers. this, I think, helps me to be a 
better teacher; I enable others to stir and uncover the knowledge 
they both need and already have within them.

 there is sustenance in this communal work. By coordinating 
collective meaning-making in groups, and by practicing mindful 
presence in conversation, I help sow the seeds of new artistic 
communities. these gradually grown familial networks refuel and 
re-inspire me – in my visual storytelling, in my sense of hope. I 
believe in their power to provide sustenance for others as well.

our gifts are only as great as the ways in which we use them, 
and our impact need not be limited to the worlds of our artworks. 
together we can do amazing things, here and now.

on thIS Shelf

tell Me Your Myth: artist Collaborative project preview

Wanna Make Comics? (a Work in progress)

Waldoboro farmers Market vendor profiles
(a Work in progress)

at the heart of It all: narrative arts organization plan
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